CH-53K HEAVY LIFT UPDATE

36,000 lbs AND JOINT LIGHT TACTICAL VEHICLE (JLTV) EXTERNAL LIFTS ACHIEVED

STRATEGIC LIFT CERTIFIED
USAF CERTIFIED FOR C-5 & C-17 LOAD

18,000ft MAX ALTITUDE
>60° MAX MANEUVER ANGLES
>170kts MAX SPEED

31 CH-53K AIRCRAFT IN PRODUCTION

DVE TESTING
DEGRADED VISUAL ENVIRONMENT TESTING AT YUMA PROVING GROUND

36,000 lbs AND JOINT LIGHT TACTICAL VEHICLE (JLTV) EXTERNAL LIFTS ACHIEVED

AIR-TO-AIR REFUELING

AUTOMATIC BLADE & TAIL FOLD FOR SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS

FIRST DELIVERY TO THE USMC

31

TRAINING DEVICE DELIVERY

CH-53K AIRCRAFT IN PRODUCTION

8583 5/20

DEGRADED VISUAL ENVIRONMENT TESTING AT YUMA PROVING GROUND

DEGRADATION OF VISUAL ENVIRONMENT AT YUMA PROVING GROUND

FIRST DELIVERY TO THE USMC
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